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54 special silver needles instantly appeared in front of David. 

He was barricaded in from all directions. 

Elton had also appeared above David at the same time. 

He put on the boxing glove and punched the top of David’s skull. 

Elton used all his might in this punch. 

Facing a supreme powerhouse at peak God Rank, he could not afford to hold back. 

You could describe the three’s cooperation as perfect. 

The only direction David could escape to was the underground 

However, he could not escape through the ground. 

As the Dominic family’s attack fell on David and touched David’s shirt, Elton’s fist also 
reached David’s hair. 

All three were elated. 

Was it going to work? 

So much for peak God Ranker. 

He looked intimidating. 

That was all there was to it. 

They were all flesh and blood. 

Even if he was strong, his strength was limited. 

A supreme powerhouse at peak God Rank was not invulnerable either. 

They would also die if vital organs like their hearts and heads were stuck. 

They only had to leave David here and could brag about it forever. 

Three late God Rankers teamed up to kill a supreme powerhouse at peak God Rank. 

Such a feat was unprecedented. 



Even if it was an ambush, they killed a peak God Ranker. 

Besides, there was no question whether it was an ambush or a frontal assault. 

It was pointless. 

Results mattered in the martial artists’ world. 

No matter what method they used, the winner took all. 

It was an unchanging truth. 

However, only a moment later, their smiles stiffened. 

David, who was previously standing there, was now gone. 

‘How is that possible?’ 

The three were shocked. 

The ground was intact. 

He was blocked off in every direction, even overhead. 

How could David have escaped? 

Elton had punched with all his might. 

After losing David as a target, he could not withdraw it now.  

He could only aim it at the ground. 

However, he looked frightened before it reached the ground. 

He had now moved into the position where David’s upper body was moments ago. 

Two late God Rankers of the Dominic family performed the Rainstorm Pear Needles 
with all their might, and almost half of the 54 silver needles had struck him. 

Bang! Bang! Bang! Bang! Bang! 

Numerous explosions rang. 

There were layers of bloody mist. 

These bloody mists also carried a potent toxin. 



“Ahhh!” 

Elton let out a series of shrill screams. 

It was the force of the Dominic family’s most powerful hidden weapon, Rainstorm Pear 
Needles. 

It did not pierce like regular hidden weapons when hitting the body 

It would explode in the flesh. 

It would blow holes in the person’s body. 

The late God Ranker Elton now had bloody holes in his head and chest 

Almost all his upper body flesh had been blown off, and his bones were visible. 

He held on only for a moment before dying. 
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Chapter 807 

The moment the three late God Rankers attacked David violently , David disappeared 
from their attack’s range! 

However, he was too fast. 

He even left his shadow in place. 

He made the three think David was still there. 

When they were about to strike David, the shadow disappeared, and they found that 
David was no longer there. 

The Dominic family’s late God Rankers realized that something was wrong and wanted 
to escape immediately. 

Unfortunately, David did not give them that chance. 

David, already behind Cillian, gently inserted a vibrating silver needle into the back of 
Cillian’s head. 

He was smashing his brain. 

He took one out easily. 



The other late God Ranker from the Dominic family did not escape misfortune either. 

David caught up with him after he escaped a few hundred meters, then shattered his 
heart with a punch. 

David’s moves already freaked out the others. 

However, David held nothing back. 

These people were a disaster if they stayed. 

Who knew when they would sneak into Somerland for revenge? 

Ordinary people were powerless against them. 

Once they targeted you, you had no other choice. 

He got rid of these guys easily, 

David walked over to several women. 

With hundreds of people dying around them, the place was like Purgatory. 

Instead of showing fear, these women looked happy. 

David frowned. 

These people seemed pretty shaken up. 

Think about it. 

Even a man would have been devastated to see his family 

members tortured and burned. 

Let alone some young women. 

A woman took the lead in kneeling in front of David and thanking David. 

Several other women fell to their knees too. 

David was about to speak. 

Then he suddenly realized something was wrong. 

The leading woman had fallen to the ground. 



There was a dagger in her chest. 

She had committed suicide. 

The other women had committed suicide too. 

They had already recovered the dagger from the corpse beside them. 

The reason they did not commit suicide right away was to thank David. 

They wanted to thank David for avenging their families. 

After thanking him, it was time for them to join their families. 

David sighed. 

He could have saved the girls who committed suicide afterward. 

However, he did nothing. 

It was because he found the hearts of these women were already dead. 

They would only live like the walking dead even if they survived, making them even 
more miserable. 

Perhaps this would be best for them. 

After burying these Somerland women, David fled in the direction of Somerland. 

The Dominic family and the Star Alliance could become food for wild beasts! 

While David went after the Dominic family and the Star Alliance, an event abroad 
shocked the whole world. 

The Mosley family, the Oxis family, and the Underworld Alliance announced 
simultaneously that the Chris family would be their leaders. 

In other words, these three major forces pledged allegiance to the Chris family. 

The news instantly made many people’s jaws drop. 

There were five top major forces in the world. 

Besides Somerland, the other four major forces had joined forces with each other. 

The news was too exciting. 



Was the world going to be unified by the Chris family? 

Somerland was the only outstanding force that still existed on its own today. 

However, no one knew how long it could stay that way. 

The Chris family had already incorporated the other three major forces. 
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There was no way they would let Somerland go. 

The day before, they had thought Somerland had two peak God Rank supreme 
powerhouses. 

They could almost obtain the top spot among the top five major forces. 

However, the other four major forces had merged into a single force. 

Therefore, they had four peak God Rankers. 

How would Somerland’s two peak God Rankers compete against four peak God 
Rankers? 

They seemed to be picking on Somerland. 

Having the four major forces bang together to take on Somerland made sense to 
everyone. 

However, it was hard to understand why the three major forces pledged allegiance to 
the Chris family. 

After all, they were all members of the five major forces. 

Why should they listen to the Chris family? 

However, everyone had to believe the facts. 

David was flying over the primeval forest. 

The phone in his pocket rang. 

It was in a magnetic field, so there was no wireless signal. 

However, David had the system. 



Therefore, he could ignore the magnetic field and receive wireless signals. 

“Hey! Old Master Stefani!” David said after picking up the phone. 

“David, is everything settled yet?” Mason asked over the phone. 

“Yes! But there was an accident.” 

“What accident?” 

“It’s hard to say on the phone. Wait till I get back!” 

“Okay! Get back as soon as possible then. I also have things to discuss with you. We’ll 
talk about it when we meet!” 

“Okay!” 

Then, he hung up on Mason. 

David flew back at full speed. 

Capital City 

Mason was sitting in his yard, looking stern. 

When he heard that three major forces had pledged allegiance to the Chris family, 
Mason understood the seriousness of the situation. 

The only thing he could not figure out was how the Chris family made the top three 
families pledge allegiance to them. 

There must be a reason. 

It was not the four peak God Rankers he was afraid of. 

He and David were not afraid even if the four peak God Rankers joined forces. 

Mason feared the card the Chris family had pulled to make the three major forces 
pledge allegiance to them. 

It was the biggest variable. 

He had stumbled upon a piece of information from Somerland’s history hundreds of 
years ago. 



A member beyond peak God Rank chose to sleep in the Chris family’s shrine, waiting to 
wake up again in the future. 

Mason had always thought the news was probably false, so he did not take it seriously. 

In his opinion, no modern technology was available to wake people up after years of 
sleep. 

Let alone hundreds of years ago. 

However, with what the Chris family had shown so far and what the member of the 
Chris family that David had run into at the grand event of the chosen ones had said, 
Mason could not help paying attention to it. 

He realized he had overlooked a problem. 

Anyone beyond peak God Rank was unfathomable. 

No one knew whether people at that level had different approaches. 

In other words, waking up after hundreds of years of sleep was still impossible. 

It was the only way he could explain why the three major forces joined the Chris family 
without warning. 

They were no match for a man who surpassed peak God Rank hundreds of years ago. 

If that was the case, how was Somerland going to resist? 

David was talented, but he was too young. 

Given a little more time, maybe he could get there. 

However, he was not enough for now. 

Once the Chris family’s Grandmaster, who surpassed peak God Rank, came over, 
should Somerland give in? 

Otherwise , it was unlikely that David could take him on. 

It was just going to trouble David. 

No! 

Whatever happened, they had to keep David safe. 



He was Somerland’s hope and the key to dealing with the crisis! 
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Chapter 809 David rushed to Mason’s place as soon as he returned to Capital City 

He told Mason everything about the Dominic family and the Star Alliance. 

Mason was silent for a moment after Sean finished. He sighed and said, “David, you did 
a good job! These people deserve to be killed. I was too kind to let them live.” 

He had no idea these people were such jerks. 

How could they do that to ordinary people? 

There were dozens of people in the village. 

They killed them just like that. 

Mason could imagine those ordinary people being tortured and killed by those martial 
artists. 

Somerland had gone through some pretty dark times too. 

He had witnessed it himself. 

It was why Mason made the rule that everyone was equal. 

He did not allow martial artists to go after ordinary 

people. 

These people were so bold. 

It seemed that he was indeed getting old. 

He was not as ruthless and decisive as he was in his youth. 

Mason had grown to where he was and became Somerland’s stabilizing force that 
intimidated many forces from attacking Somerland by trampling over his enemies’ 
corpses. 

Mason was also a daredevil in his youth. 

However, he was older now. 



He had become emotional. 

He was not as passionate and impulsive as he was in his youth. 

He became respectful of life. 

It was not easy for anyone. 

He spared everyone he could as long as it was not a heinous crime. 

“These people deserved to die! But you don’t have to be angry, Old Master Stefani. 
They got what they deserved. 

I’m wondering about why you’re so anxious about inviting me over. What’s the matter?” 
David asked. 

“In the two days you went after the Dominic family and the Star Alliance, something big 
has happened in the world.” 

“What is it?” 

“Three of the world’s five major forces-the Mosley family, the Oxis family, and the 
Underworld Alliance have announced their allegiance to the Chris family, making the 
Chris family their leader,” Mason said solemnly. 

“What?’ 

David was startled. 

Three of the world’s five major forces have announced their allegiance to one family? 

‘How is that possible? 

‘In that case, the world’s five major forces have become two major forces. 

‘Somerland and the combination of four other major forces. 

‘How did the Chris family do it? 

‘All three forces have peak God Rank masters. 

Peak God Rankers are no push-overs. 

‘The Chris family persuaded three families to pledge allegiance to them. 

‘This is only possible if they showed the three major forces a power they cannot match. 



‘Otherwise, there was no way that the three major forces would do this. 

“Old Master Stefani, are you sure they pledged their allegiance instead of forming a 
cooperation?” David asked. 

“I’ve confirmed they pledged their allegiance and are not merely cooperating with them!” 
Mason replied sternly. 

“How did the Chris family get the three major forces to pledge their allegiance to him? 
After all, these three major forces represent three peak God Rankers.” 

“I’m not sure either, but the reason the Chris family could do that is far from simple no 
matter what it is. We have got to be careful. They brought three peak God Rankers to 
their knees, and Somerland has only us two peak God Rankers.” 

“The Chris family has integrated the other three major forces. Are they going to target 
Somerland next?” 

“Of course! They’ve taken on three peak God Rankers, so they can take on the two of 
us too. There’s no way that the Chris family will pass up the opportunity to unify the 

world.» 

“Old Master Stefani , is it true that you haven’t received any gossip about the Chris 
family?” 
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Mason looked at David, thought for a moment, and said, “. I found something in 
Somerland’s history from hundreds of years ago.” 

“What is it?” David asked curiously. 

“Hundreds of years ago, a member of the Chris family beyond peak God Rank went to 
sleep in their shrine, waiting for the next awakening. Now that the Chris family could do 
this, it might mean that the member beyond peak God Rank has awakened. It would 
make sense of all of this, but this is just my speculation, of course.” 

‘Someone beyond peak God Rank has awakened? 

‘So that’s it! 

‘No wonder the Chris family could do all this.’ 

During the grand event of the chosen ones in Somerland the last time, the Chris family’s 
mid-God Ranker said that their Grandmaster was about to wake up. 



It seemed it was probably true. 

David was silent. 

Hearing the news, he showed no sign of shock or fear. 

Instead, he was a little excited. 

His mind power was now God level 8. With another 2000 lavish points and double limit 
body and mind power, he could surpass peak God Rank too. 

It was quite lonely being on top of the world all by himself. 

It was nice to have some company. 

That way, he would have the motivation to keep going and explore paths no one had 
taken before. 

However, since someone beyond peak God Rank had woken up, he would have to pick 
up the pace. 

Otherwise, he would not be able to fight them when they attacked. 

Mason thought David was scared when he saw him silent. 

Only when you had reached their current realm could you understand how hard it was 
to surpass peak God Rank. 

It was no exaggeration to say that it was a whole new world when you leveled up. 

Both parties were not on the same level. 

Not to mention David. 

His heart was filled with helplessness and emotion when he first thought of the 
possibility. 

If the Chris family’s Grandmaster, who was beyond peak God Rank, had awakened , he 
would go down without a fight. 

He did not have the slightest chance of winning. 

Even if the four major forces joined hands, five peak God Rankers were unlikely to be 
his match. 



“David, don’t worry. I won’t let anything happen to you, even if they’ve surpassed peak 
God Rank. You’re Somerland’s only hope. But you can’t reveal your identity right now. 
You’re too talented, and they’ll come after you if they think you’re a threat. Thus, from 
now on, you should try not to show yourself. Stay hidden. Don’t go to Dark Cape either. 
The day you take that step is the day you restore Somerland’s glory,” Mason said 
solemnly. 

David paused. 

He knew Mason had misunderstood. 

He was not worried. 

He was excited. 

It was good to have rivals. 

That way, he could push himself to make progress and reach one peak after another. 

Just as David was about to explain to Mason, he saw the solemn look on Mason’s face 
and hesitated. 

Such things were difficult to explain. 

He told Mason he had no idea how he made the breakthrough before. 

It would sound like he was trying to hide something if he explained that he was not 
afraid and would soon take that step. 

He could not expose the system either. 

‘Forget it! 

“Just improve as fast as soon as possible. 

‘No one can touch Somerland , even if they had surpass peak God Rank. 

‘No!’ 

 


